
Central Limit Theorem cont chapter 7,3

considers the CDI of the sample mean

intuition Sample mean has a CDF the

approaches the Gaussian CDF as

we increase the number of samples
n oo

we can use the Gaussian CDF to

approximate the cDF if the sample
mean

when we have many samples

This is a key reason the Gaussian
distribution

is so useful and important

t X K Xn be a sequence of
iid RVs

of any
distribution discrete or continuous

Then if µ Et X and 02 Var X are

both finite and we define
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then Zn has zero mean and unit variance

and
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In words The CDF of Zn is well approximated

by the CDF of a Gaussian w mean 0

and variance l

And the approximation gets better as n increases

How can we use this

Recall Z It is Gaussian

with mean 0 variance 1

if is Gaussian with meaner
variance o

So CLT says that

Mn is approximately Gaussian

or more precisely that the CDF

of Mn is approximately a Gaussian
CDF

and E Mn µ and VarlMn In
So

zn
Mh E Mn Mn µ Zn
Fmn own

Zn has a CDF that is well approximated
by a Gaussian CDF w mean 0 variance I



Example of applying CLT

The orders at a restaurant are 1112

µ 8 and 0 2

Estimate the probability the first 100 customers

spend a total of more than 840

100

Moo too E Xi the RV of how
it 1 much the ISI 100

customers spend
E Micro µ 8 pdf o

var moo 0.04 i
By the Central Limit theorem we know

the CDF of Miao is well approximated

by a Gaussian CDF

zioo M M

so we want Moo 100 840 Moo 8.4

zoo M 58 82,4 8 2

so p Zoo 72 l OI 2 Oc 0228



How many orders are necessary for us to be

90 certain that the total spent by all

customers is more than 1000

1M As n increases the mean Mn increases

when is n large enough to be confident that

nMn is larger than 1000

If Mrs B II m zs tooo

1000

so not yet bigenough

µ for
names

ingodae

1000 90

Zn MNI want P nMn 21000 0.90
own

P Mn
0 p mnoY Mn

p Zn rn Looney
F and simplify to get

p Zn 00

81 I 0002 0.9
from the table 1000 8h 1,28 fr 11,34

128.6
need129
customers



Example Suppose the times between events

are iid exponential RVs with mean µ
Find the probability that the tooth event
occurs in the time interval ooo I 50 µ
i e between 950µ and 1050M

Let Xn be the time between events exponential

S E Xi n Mn is the time of the nth event
h i L

El Xi µ So E Sn nµ
Var Xi µ so Var Sn nµ2

By CLT let 2 n sfn
n
mffneraif.am'aanean

Z l ooo
51000 1000M

M

if µ

p 9SOM iooo M.cz ooo E
MoNFOOTµ µ

E EE IC EEµ M

OI l 58 OIL 1.58 I 2 f 1.58

0.9418 0,0582 0 8836

The fact that Xi is exponential is immaterial



The Central Limit Theorem works for
discrete RVs too Example binomial

Binomial RV is a sum of iid Bernoulli's

Let X be binomial mean np variance

npct p
Let Y be Gaussian same mean and variance

For large n PC X k IP k ta EY Ek t k

we could compute this using the Ff function

as usual

Er we could recognize that
for large n

the interval K E K E is

quite narrow

simplify this appwximation
further by

pLx k re exp f k hp Yznp Lp

Fitna p


